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Foreword

This book, a compilation of several books and writings of George Ohsawa, attempts to give the whole scope of macrobiotic medicine to everyone. The main part is treatment for sickness. However, treatment without understanding of principles and a good attitude is dangerous; therefore, the theory of macrobiotics and other articles were added. The book, like its predecessor, The Unique Principle, is unique not because of its name and contents, but rather in how it was translated, edited, and published.

The first part is a translation taken from Japanese books such as A New Dietetic Cure, How to Cure Sickness and a Sick Man, and Vegetarianism. The second part is a translation from the French edition of Practical Guide to Far-Eastern Medicine, which was done by Ann Harris. Noburo Muramoto was consulted to suit remedies to present-day American needs.

Cornellia Aihara translated Cooking for the Sick which was written by Lima Ohsawa. Massage and Hand Healing are based on notes taken by Cynthia McCluskey at Mirimichi Summer Camp, 1972. Photographs of Cornellia demonstrating external treatments were taken by Fred Pulver. The Manual of Macrobiotics is a contribution of Nina Bond who took notes at George Ohsawa’s lectures in New York at Summer Camp held about ten years ago.

The third part is a translation from French and Japanese by Fred Pulver, Lou Oles, and Herman Aihara.

The last part is again taken from several articles appearing in past issues of The Macrobiotic magazine. The Appendix is taken from a translation of the French edition of Ohsawa’s Practical Guide.
to Far-Eastern Medicine.

For beginners we recommend reading *Macrobiotics: An Invitation to Health and Happiness* before this book. In addition, *The Unique Principle* and *Philosophy of Oriental Medicine* are also of great value for those who want to study further macrobiotic principles. For the sick we recommend keeping in contact with experienced macrobiotic persons and centers.

We hope this book can be a guide to all macrobiotic people, old and new, for curing sickness, and maintaining health and happiness. To realize this book, enormous time and effort was contributed. Special thanks to Tom Goldwasser, Susan Jacobowitz, Maya Edwards, Matthew and Livia Davis, Joe and Mimi Arseguel, and Barbara Grace for their contributions; to Michael Johnston for layout of the book; to Nan Schleiger for art work; to Marvin Mattelson for cover design; and to the staff of the George Ohsawa Macrobiotic Foundation.

Unending thanks to George and Lima Ohsawa.

– Herman Aihara  
Editor, 1973
Preface

I am very happy to give you this short, simplified translation of my book, Cure—Following the New Way of Eating. It was originally written in Japanese, and is now in its 465th edition. I want to share with you the practical application of Macrobiotic healing that I have been teaching for almost 40 years—leaving aside the conceptual aspects covered in my other books and classes.

Herein is the synthesis of my medical philosophy, which is nothing but the biological, physiological and dialectic interpretation of Far Eastern philosophy—the principles of the Order of the Universe and the Order of Man. For 30 years I have been writing on both the practical and theoretical sides of this question and have published more than 20 books and thousands of articles. But at this time I wish to limit myself to giving easily accessible information.

My medical philosophy, the way of eating and the art of longevity and rejuvenation, is so simple and inexpensive that anyone can follow it any time, anywhere. If you decide to cure yourself before all else, you can forget about the bitter, painful and costly suffering that results from medical, physical, psychological and religious therapies.

This system depends on you alone. No reliance on other people or on artificial means—everything depends on how you eat. My system relies more on the sensitization of common sense and morality than on prescribed remedies. It goes to the root rather than treating the symptoms.

The goals of my method are to reach first the basis of all disease and second the basis of all happiness. So if you follow the principles
of my medicine, you will not only avoid sickness and even unhappiness but also be immune to them in the future. In fact, this new and simplified interpretation of Far Eastern philosophy applied to biology and physiology leads you to eternal happiness, infinite freedom, absolute integrity and cosmic love, all through Satvic eating (Bhagavad-Gita XVII). Moreover, without this key interpretation you will never understand these philosophies and their practices—including medicine—and these religions—Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, etc.

The great men of today’s world are trying to establish peace at home and abroad but, just as in the story of the Tower of Babel, all their efforts, one after the other, fail. The history of human society from the beginning has been a long, a very long, series of failures and reformations—all because men tried to reach peace, happiness and freedom through force—social, political, economic or intellectual.

A few tried more unorthodox schemes, unprecedented and cruel. Apparently they forgot that in this relative world what has a beginning has an end; and the bigger the back, the bigger the front! They forgot that this temporal and relative world is only a geometric point in the absolute eternal and infinite universe and that it is ruled by the laws of this universe. They could never reach a life of lasting happiness, health and freedom either for themselves or for others. Instead they forced other people through the most violent forms of life and death.

Gandhi alone, in recent times denied the value of such systems and relied on nonviolence, fasting, and Ahimsa [biological as well as social pacifism, the embracing of all life, total lack of exclusiveness, infinite gratitude, on, which comes from understanding the complementary nature of yin and yang—of self to other, the basis of Lao-tse’s virtue]. These are our biological, physiological and dialectic resources. He was a true and brave believer who tried to negate the force of violence even in medicine. Unfortunately, his people’s struggle for liberation weighed too heavily on him for him to formulate a modern interpretation of the ancient Oriental wisdom.
Dr. Schweitzer also, as a disciple of one of the most important religions of the East, practiced nonviolence in medicine [See Book of Cancer]. But, like Gandhi, Schweitzer did not have the time to study the principle of principles, that of life, the Vedanta or Chinese philosophy (his medical and biological know-how suffered in proportion to this lack of understanding). There is a Chinese proverb that says: first make a free and peaceful man, then turn to his family, then society; and finally, based on these three, world government. We cannot ignore this sequence. Western socialism, Soviet communism, the various doctrines of anarchy, the utopian theories of Robert Owen, Saint-Simon and Fourier all attempted to establish freedom and peace but they did not know how to make free individuals. The lives of their founders were only relatively free; these men did not see that social and group freedom necessarily depends on the freedom of the individual members.

Total ignorance of the Order of the Universe!

On the other hand, all the great and free men of the East (the saints and the prophets) emphasize this Order over and over. Their teachings are forgotten today. So I feel compelled to present a new view of the thousand-years’ wisdom and philosophy of China, contemporary in its expression, its aesthetics, its biology, physiology and dialectics.

Enough theory.

Study and try my way of eating which is very simple.